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Kedarkantha is such a popular winter trek that it would be apt to entitle it as the Queen of
Winter Treks. Knee-deep snow in winters, mesmerizing view from the top, and the beautiful

and easy trails make it popular among trekkers. The ‘easy on endurance’ trail goes through
the thick pine forests of Govind National Park. The views from the top are worth climbing to
an altitude of 12,500 ft. Kedarkantha trek will give you an inimitable view of the cosmic sky,

lush meadows, snow paths, charming villages, scented pine forest, sky-knocking peaks,
tranquil rivers, and some mythological story whispers. Experience the lovely campsites, where
every site is unique in its own way and does not match the beauty with any other campsites in

the journey. Get a chance to camp around frozen Juda ka Talab where was once a place for
meditation of Lord Shiva. Experience walking in the middle of the night in, the head torches

lighting the way, and watching the sunrise from the top of a mountain before you reach
Summit.
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SHORT ITINERARY

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5

TREK FROM SANKRI TO JUDA KA TALAB.

TREK FROM KEDARKANTHA BASE -
SUMMIT AND TREK DOWN TO HARGAON/
JUDA KA TALAB.

DRIVE FROM DEHRADUN TO SANKRI.

TREK FROM HARGAON TO SANKRI AND
DRIVE TO DEHRADUN.

TREK FROM JUDA KA TALAB TO
KEDARKANTHA BASE 



 It will be a drive of 200 Km from Dehradun, the cab will pick you up from
Dehradun Railway Station / Mussoorie Bus Stand at 7:00 AM.
 Trekkers will be notified with details of the cab a day before your trek
start day..!
 Drive along Yamuna and Tons river, with pine forests surrounding your
way, and enjoy the beauty of nature at its best.
You will be reaching at Sankri till 5pm in the evening. 
Overnight stay in Sankri guest house. 

Day 1 - DRIVE DEHRADUN TO SANKRI  ( 200 KM, 9 HOURS)
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DETAILED ITINERARY

After early morning breakfast and tea, a briefing session would be
conducted by the trek leader sharing all the necessary details about the
trekking trails. After morning exercise we will have our breakfast and start
the trek around 8 AM for our first camp Juda Ka Talab.
You will cover a total of 5 km of distance today. In this trail, one will come
across many shepherd huts in open meadows which are equally delightful to
see.
The trail starts in a beautiful pine forest, just a short 10 minutes walk away
from the village. The trail is wide and one can hear the sounds of running
streams all through but may not be in view till much further.
We will camp beside the small pond surrounded by Pine and Oak trees. 
One can have beautiful views of snow-clad peaks from Juda Ka Talab
Campsite.

Day 2 - TREK 5KM SANKRI (6400ft) TO JUDA KA TALAB (9100ft)  
OVERNIGHT STAY AT JUDA KA TALAB.
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 Get up early morning to see the golden glow of snow-clad peaks.
Post breakfast starts the trek to Kedarkantha Peak base which takes around 4
hours to reach Kedarkantha Peak base camp.
 The trek again begins through dense forests of pine and oak trees only and
through the steep ridge and much more dense ar just before reaching the
Kedarkantha Base one the fascinating views of an arc-shaped range of Show
clapped mountains. Enjoy hot lunch and explore the area. At night, the
snow- clad mountain peaks shine bright as the moon, and you will clearly
see Kedarkantha from your campsite.
 Overnight sleep at the Kedarkantha base camp.

Today is the most visually mesmerizing day of the entire Kedarkantha trek
when we trek towards Kedarkantha Peak. 
We'll get up at 02:00 AM in the morning as we'll be need in ganearly start. 
After ward, the group will trek up to the Kedarkantha Summit. After reaching
the summit, we'll enjoy the view from the top and witness the famous sunrise
from this place. 
Shortly afterward, we'll start back for the Kedarkantha Base Camp once again. 
Upon reaching, Hot Lunch will be served at the Kedarkantha base campsite.
After lunch, descending towards Hargaon For snacks time we will reach Our
next Campsite Hargaun
It's last night at the campsite so we will have a farewell bash.
Overnight stay at Hargaon Campsite.

Day 4 - TREK 7KM KEDARKANTHA BASE (11250ft)  -
KEDARKANTHA PEAK (12500ft) - HARGAON CAMP (8900ft).

Day 3 - TREK 4KM JUDA KA TALAB (9100ft) TO KEDARKANTHA
BASE (11250ft).
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Trek down to Sankri from Hargaon (4km) on the well-marked trail by
stones.
Trek down through the thick forest of Pine and Maple trees and at some
places you will have open views of beautiful Har Ki Dun valley. After
reaching sankri transfer to Dehradun.
The group will disassemble here and leaves with a set of happy memories
and more .
Reach Dehradun by 9pm. plan your further travel by 11pm.

DAY 5 - TREK 4KM HARGAON (8900FT) TO SANKRI AND DRIVE
200KM TO DEHRADUN.
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We have always wanted trekkers to be well-informed before they go on a Himalayan trek.
Knowledge is the difference between a safe trek and a dangerous one. It’s also the

difference between a wholesome experience and a superficial experience

We will Love to hear from you !

Have a query about our services? Want to see if your particular vacation trek one we can
help with? 

+91 9557082496 

northern.himalayas / northern himalayas

www.northernhimalayas.com



EXCLUSIONS

INCLUSIONS
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1 Nights in a guest house / Homestay on a sharing basis. 3 Nights stay
in a tent on a triple, quad sharing basis. 
Transportation from Dehradun - Sankri - Dehradun by Sumo /
Bolero / Tempo Traveller ( Depends on the number of travelers). 
All Meals from (Day 1 Dinner to Day 5 Breakfast) are included. We
provide simple nutritious vegetarian food on all days of the trek.
Breakfast, lunch, Evening Tea with light snacks or soup and dinner.
Tent, Sleeping bags, Mattress, Dining tent, Toilet tent.
Qualified and Experienced Trek leader and support staff.
Trekking Equipment: Gaiters, Micro Spikes . 
All necessary forest fees and permits. 
Basic First Aid kit

Meals during transit, any extra meals apart from the ones
mentioned under inclusions.
Travel Insurance, items of personal nature like porterage, tips,
laundry etc, Any Kind of Expense for Loss / Misplaced / Theft
of personal belongings.
Any other costing involved due to circumstances like natural
calamity, weather conditions, riots, roadblocks, landslides or
any other forced circumstances which are out of our control.
Anything which is not mentioned in the above inclusions.
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DEHRADUN TO DEHRADUN INR 7500 + 5% GST

INR 6000 + 5% GST

COST FOR DOUBLE SHARING IS INR 1500 PER PERSON EXTRA.
COST FOR OFFLOADING BAGPACK (60L) IS INR 1200 FOR ENTIRE TREK.

COST PER PERSON

BANK DETAILS

Ac. Name - Northern Himalayas
Ac. Number- 50200055984102

IFSC CODE : HDFC0009516 

9557082496 9557082496

UPI TRANSFER

www.northernhimalayas.com
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THE CANCELLATION CHARGES ARE AS UNDER :

1.If cancellations are made 30 days before the start date of the trip, 50%
of the trip cost will be charged as cancellation fees.
2.If cancellations are made 15-30 days before the start date of the trip,
75% of the trip cost will be charged as cancellation fees.
3.If cancellations are made within 0-15 days before the start date of the
trip, 100% of the trip cost will be charged as cancellation fees.
4.In the case of unforeseen weather conditions or government
restrictions, certain activities may be canceled and in such cases, the
operator will try his best to provide an alternate feasible activity.
However, no refund will be provided for the same.
5.No cancellations will be taken over phone calls or WhatsApp messages.
Please reply to the email of the payment receipt that you received at
the time of booking regarding the cancellation.
6.If a trek/trip cannot be completed due to natural calamity/unforeseen
circumstances (like rain, snowfall, earthquake, landslides, strike,
bandh, etc.). No refund would be provided. 

BOOKING PROCESS

You may make this payment by UPI, Cash, Online, or NEFT. Once you
done the payment kindly provide us the payment detail through an email
and whatsapp. Payment procedure: To confirm your registration you need
to pay at least (RS 2000) 30% of the Trip fee as an advance and the Rest of the
balance is to be paid 2 days prior of the trip. (Through Bank Transfer )
alternatively, you can pay on the day of departure after meeting us. seats are
booked on a first come first reserved basis.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Full Payment of the Trek cost must be made before the trek begins. Pending
Payments may eventually lead to the Cancellation of the trek.
No refunds shall be made towards any inclusion(s) not availed by the trekker.
Trekkers must take care of their luggage & provided equipments. The management
shall not be responsible for any damage or any missing items along the trek.
The time of Departure is stated & fixed. All travelers must update their status with
the coordinator(s), & report at the pickup point 30 mins prior to the scheduled
departure. Anyone missing the bus shall not be eligible for any refunds. We shall
call you twice before the schedule departure.
Drinking & Smoking are strictly prohibited along the tour due to health & safety
concerns. If found flouting the rules, your participation on the trek will be canceled
with immediate effect. Our tours involve physically demanding activities such as
trekking, camping at high altitudes and we recommend for you to be in the right
shape to make most of them. 
Drop out during trek: If for any reason a participant has to drop out from the trek
on any day then We will help the trekker to reach the nearest road head. 
No act of misconduct or indiscipline shall be tolerated on the trek. We are a cordial
travel community and we aspire to bring to you a hassle free and memorable
experience.
Northern himalayas shall not be responsible for any delays or alterations in the
program or indirectly incurred expenses in cases such as Natural Hazards, accident,
breakdown of machinery, weather conditions, landslides, political closure or any
untoward incidents.
We do not provide any insurance policy to cover for the expenditure on sickness or
accidents or losses incurred due to theft or other reasons.
Numerous factors such as weather and road conditions the physical ability of
participants etc. may bring alteration in the itinerary. We reserve the right to make
necessary changes in the schedule in the interest of safety, comfort and general
well- being!
All extras are to be paid directly to the hotels/the service providers. 
Please stick to itinerary, changing the itinerary anything extra shall be chargeable
(at the location itself.) 
The Air Conditioning will be switched off in the hills. Also, during the trip, it shall
be the Driver’s discretion to put off the AC as & when required, considering the
travelers’ safety & ease of travel along uneven & dangerous routes.
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Rucksack 
(Min 55 Ltrs with rain cover)
 Day backpack (20 – 30 Ltrs) 
Floaters or Sandals 
waterproof Trekking Shoes 
3 Quick Dry T-shirt.
2 warm fleece
2 Track Pants 
5 Pair of Cotton Socks 
1 Pair of Woolen Socks 
1 down Jacket 
1 Pair of Thermal
 Quick-dry towel 
Windproof Jacket 
Sun Cap
woolen Cap 
1 Poncho
Gloves 
1 Scarf or Balaclava 

Lip Balm 
Cold Cream 
SunScreen (SPF 40+)
Antibacterial powder 
Water Bottle 1 Ltr.
(Reusable) thermosteel
bottle 1 Ltr.
 Headlamp or torch 
Bag for all your Toiletries
Toilet paper
Personal Medication &
Basic Medical Kit 
Dark Sunglasses 
Trekking Pole 
Mobile charger / Power
bank 
identification Documents 
camera

THINGS TO CARRY
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